
These are the fiction films in the Blu-ray box 2: 

The 100-Year-Old 

Photo: NICE FLX Pictures, Buena Vista International Sweden. 

Hundred year-old Allan Karlsson climbs out of the window and disappears. He embarks on an unexpected 

journey involving several murders and a suitcase full of cash. Soon he has turned the whole nation on its head. 

He does have some experience in these matters since he has previously done the same thing with the entire 

world. 

Director: Felix Herngren 

Appearances: Robert Gustafsson, Mia Skäringer, Iwar Wiklander m.fl. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 112 min

Preview the full film here 

The Reunion 

Photo: Jonas Jorneberg 

Swedish artist Anna Odell invites us to a grim class-reunion with a twist. What happens when old hierarchies 

and truths are questioned from an unexpected voice? The Reunion invstigates how far too far really is. 

Director: Anna Odell 

Appearances: Anna Odell, Anders Berg, m. fl. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 89 min

Preview the full film here
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Hotel 

Photo: Simon Pramsten 

Erika has it all: a good job, lots of friends and a secure relationship. Until the days it all falls apart. Suddenly 

this perfect life means nothing, and the feelings she once was able to control are no longer within reach. She 

starts going to group therapy and meets other people with different kinds of traumas. One day a question is 

raised within the group: Why shouldn’t we be allowed to feel good? The group decides to head for a place of 

complete anonymity. A place where you can reboot you persona and become whoever you want to be – they 

start checking into hotels. 

Director: Lisa Langseth 

Appearances: Alicia Vikander, David Dencik, Anna Bjelkerud, m. fl. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 97 min

Preview the full film here

Shed No Tears 

Photo: Erik Sohlström 

In the town of Gothenburg on the Swedish west coast, Pål dreams about making it with his music. But he has 

one major obstacle:himself. We follow Pål on an emotional journey through friendship and hardship, love and 

betrayal to ultimatelyfind his call. 

Director: Måns Mårlind, Björn Stein 

Appearances: Adam Lundgren, Disa Östrand, Josefin Neldén, m. fl. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 109 min

Preview the full film here 
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Ego 

Photo: Ola Kjellbye. 

For 25-year-old Sebastian Silverberg life is all about partying, one-night stands and satisfying his enormous 

ego. When things are at their best Sebastian suddenly loses his eyesight in an accident forcing him to re-

examine what actually matters to him and what’s just superficial. Ego is a romantic comedy drama. 

Director: Lisa James Larsson 

Appearances: Martin Wallström, Mylaine Hedreul, Sissela Kyle, m. fl. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 104 min

Preview the full film here

Stockholm Stories 

Photo: Martin Lidell 

Stockholm Stories is a contemporary and humorous multi plot drama about five people whose paths cross 

during a few rainy days in November. Young metropolitan writer Johan, obsessing over his theory on urban 

light and darkness. Preppy Douglas finds himself in love with the recently dumped and currently homeless 

Anna. Advertising professional Jessica is denied an adoption because she lacks friends. Workaholic Thomas is 

distracted from his position at the cabinet minister by a randomly sent love letter. How much light do we need 

to see each other? And how much darkness to dare to meet? You need to unplug to connect. 

Director: Karin Fahlén 

Appearances: Martin Wallström, Cecilia Frode, Jonas Karlsson, m. fl. 

Released: 2014 

Duration: 97 min

Preview the full film here
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Documentary films 

Belleville Baby 

Photo: Sara McKay 

 A man from the past calls the filmmaker and tells her he spent many years in jail. She remembers the spring 

when they met in Paris, the riots, the vespa and the cat he gave her. She also remembers that one day he 

disappeared… A film about time, memories and things that got lost on the way. 

Director: Mia Engberg 

Appearances: Oliver Desautel, Mia Engberg. 

Released: 2013 

Duration: 75 min

Preview the full film here

A Separation 

Photo: Karin Ekberg 

Is it OK to throw away your old wedding dress? What do you do with those crystal glasses that nobody wants? 

A Separation is a tragicomic documentary exploring the very last acts of a long marriage. A film about the 

tentative search for a new beginning when something – finally and unfortunately – is over. 

Director: Karin Ekberg 

Appearances: Lena Ekberg, Kjell Pettersson. 

Released: 2014 

Duration: 72 min

Preview the full film here
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Trespassing Bergman 

Photo: Göran Hugo Olsson. 

Ingmar Bergman’s home on Fårö island occupies something of a mythical status among filmmakers. Some call 

it Mecca, others are intimidated by the long, narrow house at Hammars, near the Persona beach. In Trespassing 

Bergman, some of the world’s leading directors and actors, several on site at the house, talk about their 

relationship with the demon director and his films. 

Director: Jane Magnusson, Hynek Pallas 
Appearances: Claire Denis, Daniél Espinosa
Released: 2013

Duration: 107 min

Preview the full film here 
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Short films 

Reel, 2013, by Jens Choong, 13 min, fiction. 

Robert and Victor is 15 years old and best friends. 

Tomorrow Victor will move from his hometown. 

They drag around, and does antics. Slowly, we 

understand that it's more than friendship between 

them. Evocative, and with fine acting, this film 

explores the emotional and sexual boundaries. 

Preview the film here

The Butcher’s Waltz, 2014, by Anna Zackrisson, 14 min, fiction. 

The film takes place over one day in Sweden. 

From dawn in Västervik to sunset in Stockholm, 

we meet a variety of characters going about their 

everyday lives. We see moments and fragments 

that reveal something about these people's 

existence. Moments which jointly form a whole, a 

sense of Sweden in 2014. A film about loneliness 

and the desire for someone to see and understand 

us.  

Preview the film here

Grandpa & Me and a Helicopter to Heaven, 2013, by Åsa Blanck, Johan Palmgren, 14 min, documentary. 

The meeting between a little boy with 

extraordinary powers of thought and his wise, bed-

ridden and humorous grandfather makes for a 

unique world of scintillating dialogue, warmth and 

love. 

Preview the film here

https://vimeo.com/117837855
https://vimeo.com/117837713
https://vimeo.com/117837077


Short films 

A Simpler Life, 2013, by Gunhild Enger, 15 min, fiction. 

Ing-Marie and Carl are very busy. She with 

training, he with gardening. They surround 

themselves with gadgets designed to make their 

lives simpler, but all they really do is cause more 

problems. A humorous reflection on a hot late 

summer’s day. 

Preview the film here

On Suffocation, 2013, by Jenifer Malmqvist, 7 min, fiction. 

An unsettling but important film about when a 

system becomes more important than a person's 

life. Seven minutes without dialogue. The most 

unsettling aspect of the film is that it could be 

absolutely true. 

Preview the film here

Boygame, 2013, by Anna Österlund Nolskog, 15 min, fiction. 

Best friends John and Niclas are 15 years old. 
They decide to get some practice before the 
presumed upcoming sexual contact with girls. Fun 
story about insecurity and sexual identity during 
adolescence.  

Preview the film here

https://vimeo.com/117836968
https://vimeo.com/117994874
https://vimeo.com/117836949


Birthday, 2010, by Jenifer Malmqvist, 18 min, fiction. 

Sara prepares a surprise for her wife Katarina's 

birthday with the help of their daughter Johanna 

and their friend Fredrik. But on this early summer 

day, Katarina has something to tell her. Sara must 

handle the unexpected news while taking care of 

the birthday party. Her joy is mixed with growing 

feelings of isolation and frustration. With the help 

of Johanna she is able to find her true feelings.

Preview the film here

Peace Talk, 2004, by Jenifer Malmqvist, 14 min, fiction. 

Little Jonna and her friend Emilie play at being 

soldiers, but Jonna’s mother doesn’t approve of 

the course their game takes. A young girl's ability 

to communicate through the use of body language 

and signals rather than words, against the mother's 

need for wording and explanation. Toned down, 

yet believable. A short film about the world of 

children that adults don't always respect. 

Preview the film here

Ladyboy, 2012, by David Sandberg, Claes Lundin, 8 min, animation/documentary. 

Little Jonna and her friend Emilie play at being 

soldiers, but Jonna’s mother doesn’t approve of the 

course their game takes. A young girl's ability to 

communicate through the use of body language 

and signals rather than words, against the mother's 

need for wording and explanation. Toned down, 

yet believable. A short film about the world of 

children that adults don't always respect. 

Preview the film here

Next Door Letters, 2012, by Sascha Fühlscher, 14 min, animation. 

Lilja and Sandra decide to play Melitta a prank. 

They send her a love letter signed with an 

invented name – a boy's. When Lilja receives a 

letter in return, she begins a secret 

correspondence. What started off as a practical 

joke turns into a crucial turning point in Lilja’s 

life. Next Door Letters is an animated short film 

based on a true story about playing with identity.

Preview the film here 

https://vimeo.com/117836312
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https://vimeo.com/117837023
https://vimeo.com/117837179



